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Vison
To provide the finest Real Estate Advisory and Brokerage services in the industry and to focus on 

providing the most comprehensive, innovative approaches to creating value for any real estate owned by 
our Clients. Maintain lasting relationships with our Clients, provide and drive meaningful value for their 
Investments on a consistent basis. 

Mission
To use our vast knowledge, resources and talent through experience and hard work, to

consistently produce superior results for real  estate owners and the community at large. 

Our experience in the Industry, superior group of talent & cutting-edge technology, combined 
with our exclusive representation of Owners, we are able to develop the most comprehensive market 
knowledge and industry expertise to enable our Clients to make the most informed real estate decisions 

The fulfillment of our mission may only be achieved by having the highest level of  respect for our 
clients and each other. Our organization at PRE sustains a high standard of professionalism, conduct and 
Wisdom that has been achieved through the years. Our motive of excellence is inspired by our Duty  of 
Confidentiality, Duty of Loyalty, and our Duty of Fiduciary Responsibility. 

Operating Principles

• Our Clients’ requisites and objectives on a primary level of conduct.

• We function with an entrepreneurial spirit that isdriven by discipline,
consistency and transparency.

• We focus on fulfilling what we promise.



Core Values

COLLABORATION & TRUST: A culture of developing and maintaining relationships, 
honesty and sharing of knowledge and Wisdom with our Clients and Team. 

MENTORSHIP: Attract, develop and support the most talented professionals and 
give them every opportunity to be successful. 

LOYALTY: Transparency with our Clients and representing their ultimate goals. 

INTEGRITY & RESPECT: Our foremost standard of conduct

COMMUNITY: To be a positive force in the communities we serve and strive to 

develop relationships within each community to serve our Clients additional needs. 

CONFIDENCE: A mature sense of approach, evaluation, preparation and execution.

RESOURCES: Full access to existing qualified Buyers and Tenants actively in the 
market for property.

We strive to develop the most comprehensive market knowledge, industry expertise and advertising
capabilities. This enables us to consistently produce superior execution and results for our clients. We embrace
our core values of Collaboration & Trust, Mentorship, Loyalty, Integrity & Respect, Community, Confidence and
Resources.



YOUR LOCAL EXPERT

• At PRE, each team associate focuses their expertise in a specific area within the Commercial Industry.
• Each Broker specializes in a single or multiple types of Commercial Real estate within their County or

City.
• This allows the individual of each Team to become an expert in his/her area, providing the best possible

service to their Clients.  This also enables us to offer our Client knowledge and value of the asset in
which they own and relaying that value to a prospective Buyer/Tenant gives us the ability to negotiate
the highest value of the property on our Clients’ behalf.

• We develop relationships with local governments, professionals and the community on your behalf.
• Building and maintaining relationships between Owners, professional vendors, local government,

consultants and our Buyer/Tenant reps in one specific area allows us to accomplish our clients’
objectives with a Team effort.



Our Advantage

Boutique level conduct:  An ability to put our Clients interest above all others.  We consider it an honor and 
privilege to serve with proficiency. 

Local Experts: Utilizing our resources, we are able to identify local issues and create community solutions. 

Collaboration:  Communicating with the PRE Team and public marketplace to present to you the best possible 
Buyer and/or Tenant.

Storied History: We leverage our 30+ years of relationship to know every aspect of the markets in your area.

Cutting Edge Tech: We utilize every available resource to market, catalogue and create values of the Commercial 

We are fully focused on the Commercial Marketplace in the entire state of New Jersey and are honored to 
extend our expertise to you.



J. Marzano and Son was founded by John Marzano Sr in 1946. He provided
General construction services and construction management, overseeing simple
bathroom renovation and construction of one family homes and eventually
growing to building over 300,000 sq. ft warehouses.

J. Marzano and Son expanded into J. Marzano and Sons, after John Marzano Jr and
his three sons John, Dave and Jason took over, which evolved again into JMS
Construction. Over the years clients of JMS would contact the firm to build them
an addition so often they would eventually run out of land to build on. Being a
resource for his clients Mr. Marzano Jr would work with the towns land and zoning
boards to either help they’re clients continue to grow or let them know they
needed to move. These early interactions led Mr. Marzano to realize he could help
his clients by searching new parcels in which were suitable for them.

In 1986, Paris Real Estate was born, led by John Marzano Jr and Frank Mansini.
This move allowed JMS to continue developing and adding to their client’s
facilities while also fulfilling there needs of finding new space.

Initially leaning on their deep-rooted relationships in industrial and warehouse
development in Newark, NJ, which at that time and next to the third largest Port
in the Country, there client list grew eventually taking them throughout the entire
State of New Jersey into all sectors of Commercial Real Estate and advisory
Services.

Today, over 74 years from its humble beginnings, Paris Real Estate is now PRE Real
Estate Services, and is a full service brokerage firm. It has continued to be led by
the third generation of Marzano’s. Now serving the entire State of New Jersey and
representing every facet of the Real Estate Industry PRE has the knowledge,
experience and expertise to find, create and deliver the highest value for every
client.

BACKGROUND



Marketing Strategies

A THREE PHASE STRATEGY

PRE’s comprehensive, time-proven marketing program consists of three main components. While  each 
of these three “phases” is important in its own right, we believe they combine to create the  most efficient 
and effective marketing effort possible, delivering maximum results and the highest value in the 
marketplace.

1. Accurate Valuation

2. Superior Presentation of Property

3. Maximize the Property’s Exposure

Obtaining maximum exposure and utilizing every marketing resource is achieved when the property is 
introduced to every potential Investor and cooperating Broker associate.
Each property will be introduced to the public in a professional manner. Property presentations, are prepared
accurately and presented in a clear and concise manner in order to generate a large amount of interest from
potential buyers.

We will market your property various ways to ensure it reaches a variety of specific demographics
including investors focusing on a particular asset, end users searching for a facility in which meets their
business requirements, and cooperating brokers representing both Investors and users.



Accurate Valuation

To ensure our clients properties sell in a timely manner and at the highest  possible price we 
must be able to accurately value the property. The first thing every one of our brokers do is collect all 
available information on a property using all available information between the initial walkthrough, obtaining 
a full property description, review zoning, redevelopment areas, plans, environmental and property impact 
reports or current and projected  rent roll. This due diligence enables us to create the most accurate 
depiction of what the  properties best use(s) is. Then through an exercised formula using a mix of our local  
expertise, comparable property sales and a knowledge of where the market is. Weare  able to put together a 
comprehensive Opinion of Value. This will be the most  accurate representation of what your property is 
worth and suggestion of what the market will bear at this time. 



Postcard

Superior Introduction of Property

FLYERS & POSTCARDS
These both give a basic overview of the property to prompt interested Buyers/Tenants to  ask for more 
information. The benefits of a particular property must be  expressed and conveyed in a clear and concise 
manner in order to generate  interest from all interested parties.

Flyers 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Executive Summary is a detailed description of the property, typically ranging between 7- 22 
pages depending on the complexity of the assignment. This includes photographs,  neighborhood descriptions, 
zoning explanations, financial analysis, due diligence terms, materials and any other  information a decision-maker 
might need. This is sent directly to specific parties interested in this type of investment and added to all internet 
marketing platforms. The comprehensive  nature of these books is an effective way of avoiding renegotiation later
in the sales process.

Superior Presentation of Property



Maximize the PropertyExposure

The most important component of marketing any property is making direct contact with each Buyer or Tenant 
searching for a property like yours. 

This marketing strategy consists of several areas to introduce your asset to the entire public and guarantee 
your site will reach the widest target audience possible. Simply put, we will ensure your property is seen by every 
possible Buyer or Tenant in the marketplace. 

PRE is committed to serving our client’s best interests, we go above and beyond the
traditional broker relationship in order to maximize the property’s exposure and secure the perfect Buyer or 
Tenant. 

INVESTORS & PROPERTY OWNERS
Over the years we have developed the most comprehensive database of Investors and Property Owners, which 
enables us to make direct contact and introduce your property to every active Buyer in the industry.

TENANTS 
Our Tenant database is just as elaborate, enabling us to also make direct contact with qualified Tenants actively 
searching for property for their business. 

PRE TEAM
Collaborating with the Team, prompts our Brokers to introduce your property to a particular Client interested in 
your property.

OUTSIDE BROKERS
This database allows us to introduce your property to outside brokers and their Clients. 

Once prospective parties are identified, all communication of interest via phone, text or email pertaining to 
your property will be responded to, scheduling walkthroughs and communications on your behalf, enabling 
prospects to prepare a letter of intent for your property. 

We update our Clients on our progress regularly. 



Maximize the PropertyExposure

WEB LISTINGS
A unique web listing is generated is then exported to more than a half dozen partner sites such as CoStar  
and LoopNet. LoopNet is the largest and most heavily trafficked online commercial real estate listing  
service. CoStar is the top commercial real estate information company and reaches over 650,000 real  
estate professionals nationwide. All our properties are also put on our website PRE-Services.com as well  
as RealNex, our company wide database.



Address Commercial Type Sale/Lease price

  

The PRE Team has been instrumental in negotiating sales and lease transactions for their 
clients in a every  property type across the state of New Jersey. We are blessed to have the 
experience in the commercial industry,  proud to represent our clients with the highest level of 
respect and professionalism and honored to extend our  services to you and look to an even 
better 2022.

NJ Markets Buyer/Tenant Placement 
Transaction Activity 

"Securing Buyers and Tenants for our Clients" 

100 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick    Middlesex Co. development  $ 23,000,000.00
430 Market Street, Newark    Essex Co. development        $ 3,600,000.00
74 Liberty Ave, Metuchen  Union Co. Investment sales              $ 1,375,000.00   
170 Ludlow Avenue, Northvale            Bergen Co. Investment sales  $ 27,000,000.00
755 S. Orange Ave., Newark         Essex Co. development  $ 1,250,000.00
687 Lehigh Avenue, Union     Union County Investment sales  $ 4,200,000.00
2-4 Avenue B, Newark    Essex Co. Investment sales    $ 1,400,000.00       
146 Haynes Avenue, Newark    Essex Co Industrial land       $ 15,000,000.00
2250 Urbanowitz Avenue, Linden  Union Co. Investment sales     $ 1,200,000.00
1540 Lower Road, Linden  Union Co. Industrial land     $ 10,000.00 
1525 Washington Street, Piscataway  Middlesex Co. Industrial Leasing     $ 2,056,689.21 
901 Woodruff Lane, Elizabeth    Union Co. Industrial Leasing         $ 39,529.88 
1 Kullman Corporate Drive, Lebanon   Hunterdon Co. Investment sales     $ 13,500,000.00
625 Green lane, Union  Union Co. Industrial sales     $ 5,100,000.00
14-28 Mitchell Place, Newark   Essex Co. Investment sales  $1,600,000.00     
201 Devon Court, Kearny  Hudson Co. Industrial land  $ 3,000,000.00
184 Doremus Avenue, Newark  Essex Co. Investment sales  $ 3,300,000.00
141 Mountain Avenue, Wayne  Essex County investment sales $ 1,800,000.00
1489 McCarter Highway, Newark  Essex Co. Investment sales $ 1,250,000.00
1373 McCarter Highway, Newark  Essex co. Investment sales     $ 500,000.00
269 Ridge Road, North Arlington  Bergen Co. Investment sales     $ 735,000.00
144 Irvine Turner Boulevard, Newark  Essex Co. Development           $ 4,650,000.00
193 Brunswick Ave, Perth Amboy  Middlesex Co. Investment sales     $ 650,000.00
261 Monroe Avenue, Kenilworth  Union Co. Investment sales  $ 6,400,000.00 



Client Testimonials

We have had the privilege of working with PRE Services for nearly 10 years. It started with them finding a  
new property to help our business grow and as we have continued to grow they have been right there helping 
us identify and review each new opportunity. They have worked hard for us over the years and we are  
fortunate to have them in our corner. - Kevin Jackson, President – Liquid Cargo

As we have been doing business with the Marzano family for over twenty years, I would like to take this opportunity  
to thank you and your company for a business relationship which Weissman Realty has enjoyed and has benefitted in  
numerous ways. It has always been a pleasure doing business with them and we look forward too many more  mutually 
beneficial years. - Neil Weissman, Weissman Realty

There is no merger of road, rail, water and air transportation adjacent to a concentration of consumer wealth like  the 
City of Newark anywhere in this Country. The properties that support that network are not the typical industrial  
properties. No other broker knows those properties, their history’s and nuance’s like PRE.
Jamm Realty Holdings, LLC

Our family has been in the Commercial Real Estate business for 50 years and have worked with a lot of  
brokers. Out of all of them, Jason Marzano with Pre Real Estate Services ranks among the best. He  
intimately knows and understands the markets and the businesses within which he serves so he empowers  
his clients to make decisions based on education and information and not pressure to close a deal. Simply  
put he is skilled and has a pleasant demeanor and I look forward to working with him in the future and will  
most certainly recommend him to other business associates.
Paul Donnolo, Managing Owner, SilverTree Commercial Real Estate.

References

Name Company Telephone
George Barna Rent Quest (518) 248-7900
Paul Donollo Silvertree Commercial (208) 691-3101
Joe Vitollo Abco Die Casters (908) 447-9373
Jeff Mazur NMH Investments (973) 220-0570
Armand Lembo Jamm Realty (201) 321-0501
Levy Vargas LIC Corp. (917) 400-4724
Juan Garcia Newark Banana (201) 704-4867
Izzy Czisment Blitz Transportation (917) 681-8815
Frank Montalvo Haynes Ave Urban Renewal (201) 522-1710



We would like to thank you for giving us this opportunity and allow us to show you  
what we can provide to you as a Commercial Real Estate Broker and why we would be the  
right choice for you to represent your interests and yourproperty.

With 60 years combined experience in the construction and development fields,  
and 34 years in the Commercial Real Estate industry. The experience we have obtained in  
these industries has been beneficial and very useful with Marketing and negotiating  
transactions for our clients.

We are very professional, capable and resourceful when it comes to representing 
Owners and would be honored to have the opportunity to show you.

We believe contacting a company who knows the industry and has access to those  
resources would benefit any client of ours and help them to obtain the highest value and  
best use for their property.

The more we know about any property the better we can represent you as our  
client. As your aware, each property has their own unique characteristics along with each 
owner has their own goals and intentions with their particularasset.

We promise to provide you with exceptional service. 
Thank you again for your time and courtesies

Best Regards,

Jason Marzano  
Broker of Record

Letter from the Broker
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